Problem ID: infiltration
The last adventures took a toll on you, so you decide to visit a hotel in the year 2634 that was
advertised to you at the last time traveller convention. A week of wellness and comfort is ahead
of you. Well, at least that’s what you were promised.
As it turns out, the hotel is managed by a rich collector who decided to collect time travellers
by trapping them in a computer simulation forever. Luckily, you saw through the facade and
managed to avoid being captured. Now, after crawling through vents for a while, you find
yourself in the hotel’s server room where you inspect what you are up against.
The simulation is upheld by a network of servers. Every server in the network is directly or
indirectly connected to every other server. You can also see that there is at most one direct
connection between any two servers, and no server is directly connected to itself. In other words,
the network is a connected undirected graph without multi-edges or self-loops.
To free all the remaining poor souls, each server must be manually switched off using a lever.
Since it is physically impossible for you to pull all levers at once, you have to deactivate one
server at a time. But pulling the levers in any arbitrary order will not be enough! The remaining
servers still have to form a network. If at any point two or more separated networks coexist, their
respective simulation states will desynchronize, which could seriously harm the still imprisoned.
Find a valid order that lets you shut down the servers without harming the trapped time travellers!

Input

The input consists of:
• One line with two integers n and m (1 ≤ n ≤ 105 , 0 ≤ m ≤ 2 · 105 ), the number of
servers and the number of connections. The servers are numbered from 1 to n.
• m lines, each with two integers a and b (1 ≤ a, b ≤ n), describing a connection between
servers a and b.
The given graph is connected and does not have any self-loops or multi-edges.

Output
Output one line with n integers, specifying a safe order in which to shut down the servers. If
there is more than one solution, any of them will be accepted.
Sample Input 1

Sample Output 1
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